SUCTION LIFTER
Cover image is for marketing purposes only and is not a recommended use for any of these products. At no time should POWERSuckers be used to hold a person on to a glass
pane. Please allow us our artistic license but do not use for any other purpose other than the intended use. ALWAYS observe the maximum load limits.

POWERSucker – our high-performance suction lifter
Incredible suction power combined with a powerful carrying capacity
of 100 kg – these are our new OnLevel Power Suckers. The only true
suction lifter for gastight materials. And the best is yet to come... It
can be easily transported in its sexy small black carrying case. With
its net weight of only 1.9 kg, it can hardly be surpassed in lightness
and its Ø 200 mm suction pad is searching for its match. Are you
looking for parallels? That´s impossible. Carrying in parallel is not a
problem though. The red ring at the pump tappet warns you in case
of a loss of suction power – true to the “Safety First” motto.
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Essential Features
| Carrying capacity of up to 100 kg
| Net weight of only 1.9 kg
| Practical carrying case included in delivery
| Ø 200 mm suction pad

POWERSUCKER | SUCTION LIFTER
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Carrying capacity of 100 kg
Plastic handle
Lifting direction: parallel
1.9 kg net weight
Ø 203 mm suction pad
Carrying case included in delivery
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PowerSucker, metallic
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Carrying capacity of 100 kg
Metal handle
Lifting direction: parallel
1.9 kg net weight
Ø 203 mm suction pad
Carrying case included in delivery
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PowerSucker, double
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Carrying capacity of 50 kg
Two suction pads
Levers for generating the appropriate vacuum
1.9 kg net weight
Ø 118 mm per suction pad
Carrying case included in delivery

PowerSucker
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Art. no.

Ø 118 mm

50 kg

90.0100.180.12
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